Free Sample of Robert Jack’s Five Classic E-Mini Trade Setups
These trade setups have a very high probability of success. They have withstood the
test of time. No matter how you trade – these should be in your trading arsenal. These
setups may not occur every day but they happen enough to rack up some impressive
profits. They can be your only trade setups or you can use them as a complement to
the trading method taught in the Robert Jack S&P E-Mini Trading System Course.
Robert Jack has mainly used these setups for the S&P 500 E-mini but they can work in
other e-mini markets including the Russell, the Dow, and the Nasdaq. They could be
adapted to other equity trading vehicles that have sufficient price movement during the
day.
For the purpose of these setups, we’ll use the S&P E-Mini with the trade symbol ES.
“High of the day” will be abbreviated HOD and “low of the day” will be LOD.
“Yesterday” always refers to the trading day immediately prior to the current day. The
ES prices used are for illustration purposes only and are not meant to correspond with
the present price of the ES.
These are day trade setups and are meant to be used in the regular day session from
9:30AM ET to 4:15PM ET or whatever the regular day session may be in the future.
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Bull Stumbles At The Top – Sell Trade
This is a classic morning reversal sell trade.
The scenario is this: The ES looks bullish at the open and surges upward to 1220 just
below yesterday’s HOD of 1221. The ES then retraces downward to around the 3 or 5
minute moving average, approximately in the 1216 area.
This pullback is very typical before the ES ordinarily resumes its upward move. The ES
then starts moving upward again and it would appear that a new HOD would soon be
set.
The ES though starts to run out of gas and after a few attempts, it fails to break above
the HOD of 1220. The ES then starts to gradually go down. This is a signal that today’s
HOD combined with yesterday’s 1221 HOD has proven to be too much resistance for
the ES.
You then place your sell trade with the anticipation that the ES will further tank. A good
place for the initial stop would be just above yesterday’s HOD – about .50 above.
Exit points are up to the individual trader but this trade has good potential for many
points and may even set a new LOD.
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